
Where to Stay!!
There are two main areas of Tulum: beachside and the pueblo (city center.) It is recommended to stay in 
the pueblo for the following reasons: !
1. Ease of getting around. The beach is not walking distance from the town and transportation can be 

a little difficult if not renting one’s own bike/ scooter.  
2. As you will be seeking out your own dinner on a couple of occasions, most activity happens later on 

in the pueblo. 
3. Tulum beach is very eco-conscious and many places have restrictions on electricity use (hair dryers, 

a/c, etc.) 
4. Accommodations are generally more reasonable in town than at a resort on the beach. !!
CONSIDERATIONS:!!
1. Price: There is a vast spectrum of costs for accommodations: from a basic bungalow with a fan for 

$250 for the entire 6 day period to more luxury condos that can go above $5000 for the same time 
frame.  

2. BOOK EARLY. This is one of Tulum’s highest seasons.  
3. At night, you should be okay with only a fan but keep in mind your own heat tolerance.  
4. Think about how much time you’ll actually spend in your room. From experience, I’ve started leaning 

towards more basic accommodations as I was using it primarily to sleep. Do you want a pool when 
you will be going to the beach during the day? Maybe, maybe not.  !

You can tell Mindy your price range and needs (two twin beds for friends/ one double for a couple/ two 
bedroom apartment for a small group/ etc) and she can make more specific suggestions. !
Otherwise, these sites are very helpful: !
1. booking.com . I prefer booking vs. agoda because it lists the actual bed arrangements. 
2. villas.com (a part of booking.com) 
3. airbnb.com !!!

http://booking.com
http://villas.com
http://booking.com
http://airbnb.com


HOW TO SEARCH: !!
Search terms: Tulum; 3/19-25, room requirements 
Look at the map or check distance from the bus stop. If staying in the pueblo v. the beach, most activity 
is built around the bus station area so closer is more convenient. Our yoga studio is at the first main 
intersection. !
SOME SAMPLE ACCOMMODATIONS:!!
(This is merely to provide an idea of the spectrum. Prices and availability fluctuate. Mindy is not personally 
familiar with these specific properties but it is best to look through the reviews and amenities to make 
sure it will be a space that it to your liking.) !
*When checking prices, most are not inclusive of VAT, city tax, cleaning fees.* !
HOLIDAY HOME EL ZAPOTE TULUM: !
Bungalow with 2 separate beds (best for 2 friend sharing a room) 
Fans / non-a/c 
Approx: $20/night/person !!
APARTMENT RESIDENCE ROBINSON TULUM:!
Apartment with one double bed (best for a couple) 
Air-con 
Pool 
Approx: $50/night/person !!
APARTMENT VILLAS AKALAN!
Two bedroom apartment w/ 1 single bed, 2 double beds, 1 sofa bed (accommodates 5) 
A/C 
Pool 
Approx: $40/night/person (based on 5 people) !!
APARTHOTEL VILLAS GEMINIS BOUTIQUE CONDOHOTEL!
Two bedroom luxury apt with one single bed, two double beds and sofa bed (2 couples or four friends) 
Pool 
Hot tub 
A/C 
Free bikes 
Approx $65/night/person (based on four people)


